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It's a DNRI actually, it does not directly effect serotonin reuptake. Also I couldn't come on any other medicine. Can
share if this particular generic pill causes weight. That used to drive me crazy. They still made the IR last I checked. It
can tend to cause seizures, but is generally considered safe in someone without a history. It takes a good amount; mg
being when seizures may begin to happen, and over mg is when seizures are likely. I've gotten mildly depressed here
and there, but nothing like the other times I've tried to kick opiates I've seen that some people are on mg, and
considering that most docs start you out on a lower dosage just to see if you have any interaction with the medicine, I
assume that mg must be the normal dosage? With roxis you get a god damn flood of dopamine from the opiate receptors
being activated Hopefully not a Tricyclic--I have heard bad things about those. It sped me up like mad but, then, it was
the first AD I ever took. Enalapril Maleate Ip 5mg generic wellbutrin online average cost of wellbutrin xl purchase
wellbutrin no prescription mgwellbutrinxlweightloss price of wellbutrin xl mg mg daily generic wellbutrin xl problems
watson. I learned this trick in jail I know docs who are wary of prescribing it for this very reason. Has anyone had
experience with losing weight while taking Wellbutrin?Aug 24, - Jane, I tried different generic versions of both
bupropion sr and bupropion xl. The bupropion xl made by Par pharmaceuticals made me gain weight and caused me to
have carb cravings. The most effective generic I have found, and am currently taking is bupropion sr by Mylan
pharmaceuticals. It decreases Gaining weight on Bupropion HCL? Jan 28, - Before you assume that it's the Wellbutrin
causing you to gain weight, take an honest look at the stack of other medications and supplements you are taking. .. Any
one else taking the oblong pill and not feeling with they used to from the name brand (which costs $1, per month) or
from the generic more. Aug 10, - I've been on Wellbutrin SR for 2 years and was recently switched to the generic. I have
notice weight gain and depresive mood. Could this be my. Sep 4, - This distinguishes Wellbutrin from several other
antidepressants, which are often associated with weight gain. Studies have found that However, some studies suggest
that use of Wellbutrin has caused anxiety in people taking the drug for depression or other conditions. A report in the
journal. And of course the doctors helped propagate this myth by "assuring" patients that it wouldn't cause weight-gain
like the older drugs, and by putting the blame on patients when they gained weight on the drug. When my psychiatrist
put me on Wellbutrin - she of course assured me that weight-gain was much. I am taking Wellbutrin and i wanted to
know if it causes weight loss or gain. I'm on a very low dose also maybe that has something to do with it, I'm on the
Generic regular form of wellburtrin, not sure if I'll stay on it. .. My Dr. has now decided to put me on generic
Wellbutrin--does this work as well as the name brand? Apr 23, - I'm on Wellbutrin XL generic had to switch from
branded have steadily gained weight 15 lbs & counting, feet and hands swelling and my eye lashes for a few days to see
if they can pick up something like PVC's because of tachycardia that I was having briefly, but they have no idea what
caused it all. Mar 4, - In Going Off, a series of Anxiety posts in the coming weeks, she will chronicle the challenges she
faces from both the drugs and the withdrawal in her pursuit of a drug-free life. . Two years ago, when my doctor first
wrote me a prescription for bupropion, an antidepressant, I asked him, Will I gain weight? Top Quality Medications.
Generic Wellbutrin Causes Weight Gain. Top Offering, Wellbutrin Where To Purchase. I told my doctor I really didnt
want any antidepressant that caused weight gain, and he told me that this one doesnt. .. Weight GAIN. I've been taking
the generic Wellbutrin XL for two weeks now. Cigarettes taste disgusting, I've gained seven pounds and feel bloated all
of the time. and I'm extremely pissy.
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